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Founded by Farmer Tom and managed by LEAF Education, Farmer Time is transforming how farmers connect children with their food and where it comes from.

Farmer Time is all about harnessing the power of digital communications to inspire and engage young people about farming and where their food comes from. Children chat live to farmers from their classrooms through FaceTime or Skype, discuss ideas, ask questions, share knowledge and gain a ‘real-time’ understanding of the issues farmers face every day.

“It has been a fascinating journey and we’re so happy with the learning opportunities and experiences the children are having because of it”

“It opened the minds of our students to the possible future career prospects that they would have never considered previously.”

How to get involved
For further information on Farmer Time and how you can take part please visit: farmertime.org

or contact Tabitha Salisbury, our LEAF Education Programme Coordinator:
Tabitha.Salisbury@leafuk.org
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